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AWE Sept 2023 Talk 
Energetic/Astrological Forecast Sept-Dec


★ Intro and brief moment of breath and centering


★ Astrology and Energy

✴ analogy of the weather - how does rain “feel” different from snow; 

how does leaf season feel different from winter or summer - what you are feeling is the 
energy that is manifested by each of these weathers - each one a different frequency of 
energy

✴ astrological or cosmic energies are similar to this


★ 3 fundamental forces of energy - planets, signs & houses

 


★ The 7 Rays and their influence (informing)


★ Great Cycles (25,000 yr; 2160yr; 100yr - (2025 Conclave)


★ The 2023 Cycle - The Year of Turnarounds

✴ major transits & effects


★ Monthly Happenings - Sept to Dec

★ Looking ahead to 2024 - The Year of Major Transformation & Reclamation of Power







The 2023 Cycle - The Year of Turnarounds


Major Themes


★ Breakthroughs in your life - revelatory, epiphanies, moments of clarity

✴ more pronounced with your continued healing progress

✴ healings will accelerate and you’ll bounce back quicker than before

✴ we’ll notice our patterns more easily


★ Break up of the old reality becomes personal and reinvents you

✴ you’ll see it first in your outer world - environment, systems of finance, 

governments, corporations

✴ as things break up and become unstable or wobble on the outside, our 

inner world will do the same to help us shed or loosen our programs, 
patterns, behaviors and routines


✴ we may feel a bit disoriented and confused, but that’s ok —our lesson to 
learn is to ground within ourselves


✴ our inner selves today don’t resemble our inner selves of 10 or 20 years 
ago , do they?




★ Confusion comes with the speed of change

✴ nothing wrong with being confused right now

✴ we’ve been trained to thing that’s a bad thing

✴ allow the processing to occur - if feeling really confused, pick one small 

thing to focus on to take away your feeling of spinning out of reality


★ Are you re-aligning or stuck in a holding pattern?

✴ there’s a lot of “freezing” energy right now, causing people to be in a 

holding pattern 

✴ once again its ok - they may need to be there until there inner world 

catches up with the outer as I mentioned earlier

✴ this is part of you being “re-made”

✴ The coding pattern is just a gestational period

✴ thinking that you’re stuck is just a mental thought form that you need to let 

go of…the processing will take care of itself and move you out when your 
ready…to accelerate this, stop resisting and thinking that there’s 
something wrong…remember “what you resist, persists!”



★ 3rd Eye expansion

✴ are we clearly seeing the energy vibrations and emotions in the narratives 

and stories we are being given?

✴ media, gossip, friends and family - are we using discernment?

✴ what am I being asked to believe about this person, group, country?

✴ why is this writer trying to convince me of something in a certain way?

✴ Wayne Dyer - “Be independent of the good opinions of others!”

✴ as our 3rd eye expands, we will begin to see the truth of things and 

people

✴ awareness is the precursor to change - our awareness is our first step 

toward change



★ Recapturing, remembering & retelling of experiences

✴ in order to digest, neutralize and strip of all emotional charge

✴ this release is the act of letting go of any attachment to the emotional 

content of a past event or memory

✴ this includes nostalgia of good time memories as well as traumas - to be 

put in neutral territory

✴ this will help us prepare for times and things to come so we have more 

space for them, instead of resistance


★ Surges of energy that invite action

✴ watch out for impatience and honor timing around big decisions

✴ with increased space from what I mentioned above, allow the flow of right 

timing instead of forced action

✴ wait for clarity and relax into the next new cycle without effort



★ September and October will over some of the most powerful opportunities for 
personal growth and moving beyond old patterns

✴ the discipline is the practice of distancing yourself from the “Need to 

know”, “the need to fix what isn’t yours” and any irritations that may come 
up


✴ the personality may have a had time with this, but following the 
intelligence of your heart will bring you back on track


★ Pluto in Aquarius - this is a big deal!

✴ we will be feeling more of the collective coming together to create real, 

tangible change for the greater good

✴ greater freedom and innovative thinking with connection to humanity

✴ finding creative solutions to global problems

✴ progressive changes regarding human rights

✴ lots of changes in the tech world

✴ Pluto in Aquarius is about revolution and big change in our society



Looking ahead to 2024  

“The Year of Major Transformation & Reclamation of Power”


